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Abstract. This study provides an integrated strategy, encompassing microscopic simulation, 

safety assessment, and multi-attribute decision-making, to optimize traffic performance at 

downstream merging area of signalized intersections. A Fuzzy Cellular Automata (FCA) 

model is developed to replicate microscopic movement and merging behavior. Based on 

simulation experiment, the proposed FCA approach is able to provide capacity and safety 

evaluation of different traffic scenarios. The results are then evaluated through data 

envelopment analysis (DEA) and analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Optimized geometric 

layout and control strategies are then suggested for various traffic conditions. An optimal lane-

drop distance that is dependent on traffic volume and speed limit can thus be established at the 

downstream merging area. 

1. Introduction 

Whenever several road lanes are merged to continue into fewer lanes, a merging area is defined.  

These merging areas, at expressway on-ramp as well as at lane-drop (decrease in number of lanes) 

zone at signalized junctions, are critical bottle-necks due to lesser capacity by virtue of fewer numbers 

of the merged lanes [1]. Moreover, as vehicles jostle with each other along the merging area in moving 

into the fewer lane(s), the safety aspect at the merging area is also an important consideration.   

Vehicle merging man oeuvres can be classified as: 1) priority merging; and 2) non-priority merging 

[2]. Priority merging typically occurs when higher-priority major stream vehicles merge with lower-

priority stream vehicles. Such merging rules are also defined as give-way on-ramp merging [3]. On the 

other hand, non-priority merging includes lane-drop or on-ramp merging without priority between 

competing traffic streams. For priority merging, there is one bottle-neck zone (at approach area of the 

minor stream) whereas for non-priority merging there are two bottle-neck zones (at the approaches of 

each stream). The dynamics of vehicle movements at merging areas have been modelled by several 

studies at microscopic level [4,5] and at macroscopic level [6]. It is found from these simulation 

models that capacity as well as safety at the merging areas will decrease when there is a higher vehicle 

density, shorter merging area and higher operating speed [2,7].  

Existing modelling techniques of the merging movements have not been able to provide 

comprehensive analysis of driving behaviour and vehicle interactions at the merging areas. In essence, 

most microscopic and macroscopic simulations are essentially confined to the physical movements. 

On the other hand, behavioural aspects such as cognitions and strategic decisions of individual drivers 

have seldom been successfully modelled. Certainly, traffic conflicts from competing traffic streams at 

the merging area result in greater accident risk, and improving traffic safety is always a critical 
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concern [8]. However, most safety studies are based on incidences of crashes. Herein, an integrated 

approach for both capacity and safety assessment at merging area, especially at the planning stage, is 

well warranted. 

This study provides an integrated strategy encompassing microscopic simulation, safety assessment, 

and multi-attribute decision-making to optimize traffic performance at the downstream merging area 

of signalized junctions. A Fuzzy Cellular Automata (FCA) model is developed to replicate 

microscopic movement and merging behaviour at the merging area. Notably, fuzzy logic is capable of 

handling uncertainties which are well suited for representing multiple co-operations, collaborations 

and even conflicts [9, 10]. Moreover, compared to other simulation models, linguistic terms are used 

to describe environment and responses in the FCA model. These linguistic terms can be used to 

describe drivers’ cognitions, such as perception, intention and attitude. In this way, decision-making 

process of individual vehicles can be modelled in a very clear and straight-forward way. Furthermore, 

as behaviour of an individual can be controlled by more than one fuzzy set, complex behaviour of 

merging traffic can be modelled. Compared to traditional Cellular Automata (CA) models, the 

proposed FCA model is incorporated with fuzzy logic and accounts for driving cognitions and 

decision-making of individual drivers [11]. 

Simulation experiments based on FCA are conducted in different scenarios of various traffic 

conditions and ramp layout at typical geometric layouts of the merging area. Simulation outputs 

include characteristics on both capacity and safety aspects, such as travel time, traffic delay, average 

velocity, occurrences and severity of conflicts. The results are then evaluated through the data 

envelopment analysis (DEA) and analytic hierarchy process (AHP). Optimized geometric layout and 

control strategies are then suggested for various traffic conditions [12]. 

2. Fuzzy Cellular Automata (FCA) model for merging traffic 

Please follow these instructions as carefully as possible so all articles within a conference have the 

same style to the title page. This paragraph follows a section title so it should not be indented. 

2.1. Structure and elements of merging traffic 

A system of merging traffic, including both on-ramp and lane-drop merging, has three major 

components: namely arriving flow, merging area and exiting flow. The definition of merging area in 

this study is the location where vehicles change lane due to ensuing change of lane configuration by 

way of fewer lane counts at or of some distance before the onset of reduced lane counts. To 

understand and model merging behavior, four zones are defined for each type of merging, as shown in 

figures 1a and 1b. 

For on-ramp merging, queuing area (defined as Zone II) may occur along the non-priority minor 

stream. If traffic condition provided by the priority major stream does not fulfil requirements for the 

subject vehicle (from minor stream) to enter the merging area, it may queue at the queuing area to wait 

for a large enough gap to appear. Similarly, for non-priority on-ramp merging, queuing areas may 

occur for both arriving flows. 

2.2. Decision-making of traffic merging 

Traffic merging is a complex process of vehicle interactions and it can be considered as a combination 

of lateral movement and velocity change. Lateral movement can be further divided into two types, 

lane-changing and lateral drift within the lane (as bounded by delineation markings). Both lane-

changing and lateral drift can be caused by two reasons: due to ensuing reduction of lanes or due to 

obtrusion from a neighbouring vehicle (on same lane or on adjacent lane). Moreover, lateral 

movements caused by neighbouring vehicles can be further divided as two types, namely to avoid 

conflicts or to move to a lane with less traffic. 
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Figure 1. Typical elements of traffic merging. 

 

Interactions at merging traffic involve several steps: Firstly, some vehicles are forced to change lane or 

drift laterally due to the change of lane configurations. Such lateral movements affect the 

neighbouring vehicles from both streams and force them to move laterally or change velocity. On the 

other hand, movement of the subject vehicle is also affected by a neighbouring vehicle. 

For each vehicle, the decision-making procedure is described in figure 2. Three groups of input factors, 

namely lane configuration, operational attributes of neighbouring vehicles from subject stream, and 

operational attributes of neighbouring vehicles from the other stream, affect decision-making of 

vehicles. For each merging vehicle, decisions are made at three levels. Firstly, if the subject vehicle 

does not have priority and is within the queuing area, the first decision is whether to stop or enter the 

merging area. This decision is made in consideration with operational attributes of vehicles in the 

other stream. For surrounding vehicles or those vehicles which have decided to enter the merging area, 

lane change and lateral drift are decided. Last but not least, velocity change for each vehicle is decided. 

 

 

Figure 2. Typical elements of traffic merging (inputs and decisions in dash boxes are applied 

to vehicles before entering the merging area). 
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2.3. Fuzzy sets and terms 

According to the decision-making process of each individual driver, three fuzzy sets are defined to 

model vehicle movements, as summarized in Table 1.  

 

Table 1. Linguistic terms for subsets and input factors 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.4. Proposed FCA approach  

In the proposed FCA model, vehicle movements, which are controlled by fuzzy sets and rules, are 

discretised on a cell space. A smaller cell size is chosen to simulate multiple vehicle types in this study, 

as shown in figure 3. Each cell is a 0.9 m by 0.9 m square. Lane width is taken to be 3.6 m and 

therefore four rows of cells constitute one lane. According to physical sizes of the three vehicle types, 

a car takes 5×2 cells, a heavy vehicle occupies 13×3 cells while a motorcycle takes 3×1 cells. 

Moreover, for each vehicle, a leading cell (shown as black cell in figure 3) is defined to represent the 

exact position. The leading cell is also ‘aligned’ to the driver’s position in using Singapore’s driving 

convention. 

 

Subset Inputs 

Lane configuration 

(F1-1/ F2-1/ F3-1) 

Priority on road 

{Yes; No} 

Front position 

{Arriving; Queuing; Merging; Downstream} 

Distance to entering next zone 

{Far; Medium; Close} 

Lateral position 

{Lane 1; Lane 2;…} 

Neighbouring vehicles 

from subject stream 

(F1-2/ F2-2/ F3-2) 

Current velocity 

{Slow; Medium; Fast} 

Relative front gap 

{Close; Medium; Far} 

Relative front velocity 

{Opening fast; Opening; About zero; Closing; Closing fast} 

Relative rear gap 

{Close; Medium; Far} 

Relative rear velocity 

{Opening fast; Opening; About zero; Closing; Closing fast} 

Relative lateral gap 

{Close; Medium; Far} 

Neighbouring vehicles 

from the other stream 

(F4) 

Relative front gap 

{Close; Medium; Far} 

Relative front velocity 

{Opening fast; Opening; About zero; Closing; Closing fast} 

Relative rear gap 

{Close; Medium; Far} 

Relative rear velocity 

{Opening fast; Opening; About zero; Closing; Closing fast} 

Relative lateral gap 

{Close; Medium; Far} 
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Figure 3. CA model for mixed traffic flow at junction approach. 

 

3. Simulation Experiments and DEA/AHP evaluation  

3.1. Methodology 

In this study, data envelopment analysis (DEA) and analytic hierarchy process (AHP) are applied to 

evaluate capacity and safety performance of merging area. The methodology was developed 

respectively [13,14]. It has been applied for highway geometric design by Chen et al. [12]. 

Two-stage DEA/AHP model is used to evaluate the different geometric scenarios, as explained in the 

following. The evaluation attributes include both capacity and safety performance from FCA. These 

scenarios are then ranked according to the outputs of traffic performance values. The most preferred 

geometric design is thereby suggested. Four lane-drop distance (A=30m, B=60m, C=90m, D=120m) 

are tested in four possible traffic conditions with different traffic volume and speed limit. Average 

simulation results of 10 simulation runs are listed in Table 2. 

3.2. Evaluation and analysis 

The simulation results of four lane-drop distances under four different traffic conditions generate the 

pairwise comparison matrices through the DEA method. The comparative efficiencies of four 

scenarios by AHP ranking are demonstrated in Table 3. The optimal lane-drop distances, which 

consider both capacity and safety for each traffic condition, are marked in bold. 

According to optimal lane-drop distances suggested by DEA/AHP approach, the following findings 

can be summarised: 1)  Effect of traffic volume and speed limit 

Both traffic volume and speed limit affects optimal lane-drop distance. A higher traffic volume as well 

as higher speed limit shall require longer lane-drop distance. 

2) Optimal lane-drop distance 

In all the four traffic conditions, the maximum optimal lane-drop distance is 90m. The 4th lane-drop 

distance (D=120m) is not optimal in all the traffic conditions. Therefore, it is suggested that it is not 

always better when more space is given for merging and an optimal lane-drop distance exists at 

downstream merging area. 

4. Conclusions  

This study evaluates microscopic vehicle movements and decision-making process of merging traffic 

through microscopic simulation based on Fuzzy Logic and Cellular Automata (CA). An improved 

FCA model is developed by applying fuzzy sets and membership functions to generate driver’s 

responses that are embedded into the CA model. Four different fuzzy sets are designed to simulate 

driver’s response due to lane configuration, surrounding vehicles from the same traffic stream as well 

as the other, competing traffic stream. Movement characteristics and membership functions are 

calibrated based on field observations at eight survey sites.  
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Table 2. Simulation results 

Traffic 

condition 

Traffic volume (veh/lane) Speed 

limit 

(km/h) 

Lane-

drop 

distance 

Travel 

time (s) 
DOC TTC (s) 

Major Minor 

1 100 100 60 

A 63.1 0.63 2.09 

B 61.7 0.62 2.21 

C 59.3 0.57 2.58 

D 57.2 0.32 2.86 

2 100 100 50 

A 78.2 0.74 2.01 

B 75.7 0.71 2.54 

C 72.5 0.58 2.74 

D 67.2 0.47 2.82 

3 200 100 60 

A 69.3 0.81 1.78 

B 67.4 0.77 1.94 

C 66.5 0.69 2.22 

D 59.1 0.65 2.48 

4 200 100 50 

A 81.4 0.72 1.98 

B 79.3 0.63 2.14 

C 74.2 0.47 2.45 

D 72.9 0.42 2.52 

 

Table 3. Calculated comparative efficiency of land-drop distance scenarios by DEA/AHP 

Traffic condition 
Lane-drop 

distance 
Travel time (s) DOC TTC (s) Efficiency 

1 

A 0.2339 0.2044 0.1988 0.8590 

B 0.2416 0.2130 0.2512 0.9090 

C 0.2523 0.2608 0.2710 1.0000 

D 0.2722 0.3218 0.2789 0.9830 

2 

A 0.2387 0.1965 0.2146 1.0000 

B 0.2441 0.1996 0.2269 0.5287 

C 0.2540 0.2171 0.2649 0.4115 

D 0.2633 0.3868 0.2936 0.4922 

3 

A 0.2357 0.2236 0.2114 0.9746 

B 0.2423 0.2352 0.2304 0.9566 

C 0.2456 0.2625 0.2637 1.0000 

D 0.2764 0.2787 0.2945 0.9830 

4 

A 0.2358 0.1856 0.2178 0.9984 

B 0.2421 0.2121 0.2354 1.0000 

C 0.2587 0.2843 0.2695 0.9782 

D 0.2633 0.3181 0.2772 0.9831 

 

The results are then evaluated through the data envelopment analysis (DEA) and analytic hierarchy 

process (AHP). Preferable geometric layout and control strategies are thereby suggested for various 

traffic conditions. It is found that an optimal lane-drop distance exists at downstream merging area and 

it is affected by both traffic volume and speed limit. 

Although the CA model is widely used in simulating road traffic, the major application is on capacity 

assessment due to its computational efficiency. However, with improvements involving the decision-

making process, the FCA model is more able to estimate dynamic driver’s responses due to different 

lane configurations and surrounding vehicles. Simulation experiments demonstrate that this approach 

is able to assess lane-changing and merging behaviour.  

Some improvements can be made to refine and extend the applications of proposed FCA model in 

future works. For example, since the proposed FCA model involves cognition system, field 

observations alone are not sufficient to calibrate or justify the model. In future study, driving 

experiments (based on real driving or simulator) and questionnaire surveys will be conducted to better 

understand behaviour, perception and attitude of road users. 
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